Contents
Unit

1

Language focus

Home and away

p9 The tense system p10
Informal language p13
Spoken English p13

Vocabulary
Compound words p17

• lifestyle/life-size
• heartbroken/heart-warming

• Missing words

2

The ends of the Earth

p19 Present Perfect p20
Simple and Continuous p22
Spoken English p26 & p28

• Fillers
• Adding emphasis

3

The kindness of strangers

p29 Narrative tenses p30

• Past Simple and Continuous
• Past Perfect Simple and
Continuous

make and do p27

• make a good impression/
make a difference

• do your best/do business
• Phrasal verbs with make and do
Talking about books
and films p36

• chapter/paperback
• trailer/screen

Spoken English p32

• Giving and reacting to news

4

A pack of lies

p39 Questions and negatives p40
Spoken English p42

• How come?

5

A future perfect?

p49 Future forms p50

• will and going to
• Present Continuous
• Present Simple
• Future Continuous
• Future Perfect

Saying the opposite p47

• Antonyms fake/genuine
• Negative prefixes accurate/
inaccurate

Common verbs – take and
put p57

• take something for granted/
•

take issue with something
put up with something/
put a stop to something

Spoken English p54

• The use of thing

6

Making it big

p59 Expressions of quantity p60

• Countable and uncountable
Spoken English p63

• Informal expressions of quantity

2

Words with variable stress
p66
• progress /ˈprəʊɡres/ or
/prəˈɡres/
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Reading

Listening

Speaking

Writing

Saroo’s story p14

Lion – the remarkable
story of Saroo Brierley p13

Talking about you p13

Informal writing 

What do you think? p14 & p16

p130
• Correcting mistakes

• Lost and found

Things I miss from home 
p16
• People describe what they
miss when they are away
from home

Our plastic planet p24

• A planet poisoned by
plastic

Bucket lists p26

• Three people describe
exciting experiences

Everyday English p18

• Casual conversations

Project p21
What do you think? p23 & p25
Everyday English p28

A formal email p131

• An email of
complaint

• Talking about places
Book at bedtime p34

• The Clinging Woman

An interview with a
BBC journalist p37

• Kate Adie CBE talks

about her autobiography
The kindness of strangers

What do you think? p35 & p37

Narrative writing (1) 

Talking about you p36

p132
• Using adverbs in
narratives

In your own words p37
Everyday English p38

• Showing interest and surprise
The post-truth age 
p44

• Fake news

Guilty secrets p43

• A radio programme called
Confessions

Roleplay p42
What do you think? p43 & p45

Linking ideas p133

• Conjunctions

Spot the fake! p45
Everyday English p48

• Being polite
The Boomerang
generation! p54

• Meet the Boomerang

kids and their parents

The future of the future 

Talking about you p52

Applying for a job 

p53
• Different views of what
the future will be like

What do you think? p53 & p54

• A CV and a covering

A class survey p56

p134

letter

Everyday English p58

• Over the phone

Scandi successes p64

• Lego and IKEA

Advertisements p67

• What’s the main selling
point?

A lifestyle survey p63
What do you think? p64

Report writing p136

• A survey

Opening a restaurant p66
Everyday English p68

• Business expressions and numbers
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Unit

7

Language focus

Let there be love!

Vocabulary

p69 Modals and related verbs p70
Spoken English p73

Common verbs – get p77

p79 Relative clauses p80
Present and past participles 

Adverbs p87

• to get on well with somebody/
to get together

• Echo questions

8

Going to extremes

p83

Spoken English p86

• Adding a comment

9

The good old days!

p89 Expressing habit p90

• used to/be used to doing
something

• would

Adverbs collocations p86

• very good/very big
• absolutely wonderful/
•

absolutely huge
quite

Homonyms and
homophones p97

• a bank on the High Street/
the bank of a river

Spoken English p96

• Adjective intensifiers

10

Over my dead body!

p99 Modal verbs of probability in
the past p100
Spoken English p103

• Expressions with modals

11

Just suppose …

About time!

4

p144

to be big-headed

Word pairs p117

p119 Articles and determiners p120
Spoken English p123

Expressions with life and
time p127

• A bit of this and that!

Audioscript

• give me a hand/

p109 Hypothesizing p110
Spoken English p113

• Expressions with if

12

Metaphors and idioms –
the body p107

Grammar reference

• Word stress in compound
nouns

• not on your life/take your time

p151  
Extra material

p164
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Reading

Listening

Speaking

Writing

From India to Sweden
with love p74

Professional
matchmakers! p76

What do you think? p74 & p76

Arguing your case 

In your own words p74

• For and against

• I cycled from India to
Europe for love!

• Two different approaches
to finding love

Talking about you p77

p137

Everyday English p78

• Exaggeration and understatement
A fairy tale of New
York p84

• Tarzan of Central Park

Living in the past p94

• The 21st century

people who live as
though it is the past

The amazing Vikings 

Extreme temperatures 

What do you think? p81

Describing places 

p86
• People describe
experiences in extreme
weather conditions

Roleplay p85
Everyday English p88

p138
• My favourite part of
town

A teacher to remember 
p96
• People describe a teacher
who made a lasting
impression

What do you think? p94 & p96

Writing for talking 

Project p94

• An early memory

Rhyme and reason p106

What do you think? p104 & p106

Adding emphasis 

Everyday English p108

• People of influence

p104
• An insight into how
Vikings lived

• You are old, Father William,

Have you ever
wondered? p113

Dream discoveries p116

• Answers to some of

the puzzling questions
in life

a poem by Lewis Carroll

• Inventions and discoveries
that came to people while
they were asleep

• Exclamations

Everyday English p98

p139

• Moans and groans

• Stress and intonation

p140

Talking about you p112 & p118

Narrative writing (2) 

If you were a …? p113

p141
• Linking words and
expressions

What do you think? p114 & p116
Everyday English p118

• Linking and commenting
Biological time p124

• The body clock

Time of life p126

• People talk about

important moments in
their lives

Talking about you p123
What do you think? p124, p126 &
p127

Everyday English p128

Improving style and
cohesion p142

• A famous female
architect

• Making your point

Go to headwayonline.com to download the Wordlist and full Audioscript.
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